Natural Stone Authentication
Congratulations on choosing a Natural Stone product.
Our products contain natural stone being a natural product there may be very slight variations in the
finish in certain light conditions. This adds to the uniqueness of our products with each one having
its own individual character a welcome rarity these days. Please use a mild abrasive cleaner such
as Cif initially and on very rare occasions to restore the lustre of your product.
'The natural stone is porous like marble certain types of cleaners and bath oils may stain the natural
stone and therefore is a characteristic of the material. Should you decide to use such products we
strongly recommend the product is fully cleaned and rinsed after use as these types of stains are
not covered within the manufacturer’s warranty'.
For further information please visit the website for care maintenance of your special product.
www.clearwaterbaths.com
www.burlingtonbathrooms.com

Care & Repair
Cosmetic repairs to your Natural Stone bath or basin
Should you be unfortunate enough to suffer cosmetic damage to your bath or basin during
installation oraccidentally at any time, these can usually be rectified quite easily by using a fine
grade abrasive waterproof paper. Lightly rub the affected area by keeping the area treated to a
minimum until the mark is removed, then polish a neutral car colour restorer or a household metal
polish to restore the lustre.
Other marks on your bath or basin both internally or externally can generally be removed with a non
abrasive bathroom cleaner or mild detergent. Should this not be the case then please revert to
colour restorer or household metal polish.

Ongoing Care Of Your Bath Or Basin
Use only non abrasive cleaners as abrasives over a period of time will remove the lustre from your
bath or basin.

Warning
Never user cleaners / bleach products specifically manufactured for WC bowl cleaning as they may
damage your bath or basin. In addition to these we strongly recommend that applying hair colouring
is also not used over the bath as it may de-colour the natural stone.
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All raw and / or cut edges MUST be sealed against water ingress. This includes all
edges of the cabinet units and the work tops. Failure to do so will lead to water
damage and invalidate the warranties and guarantees.

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS - READ BEFORE STARTING INSTALLATION WORK
1C
Please do NOT install as returns will not be accepted once

ed.

2. We advise that you use a qualiﬁed person to install your units, as any issues re ng to poo
g will
not be accepted by the supplier.
3. You have purchased a handmade and in some cases hand painted product. Therefore, you may see some
slight imperfec ons which the supplier may deem as acceptable.
4. All raw and / or cut edges MUST be sealed against water ingress. This includes all edges of the cabinet units and
5.
6.

7. All furniture ( including free standing furniture ) must be securely ﬁxed to the wall using suitable ﬁxings.
There are many diﬀerent types of wall materials, so screws for anchoring the washstand to the wall are not included.
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silicone based adhesive. The basin (not supplied) Note that not all basins have this facility.
9. Wall hung units must be secured back to the wall using wall hanging brackets supplied.

There are many diﬀerent types of wall materials, so screws for anchoring the washstand to the wall are not included . It is the installer's
responsibility to ensure the unit is safely secured in such a way that it cannot be pulled or levered oﬀ the wall.
If ﬁxing to a stud or panelled wall, a suitable frame work must be installed which can adequately support the unit when in use.

10. The hinge on the Laundry Basket can be adjusted by slackening the screw on the side of the sliding bar.
11. When ﬁxing to a stud or panelled wall, appropriate frame work should be installed to support the basins and units.
12. Where units or worktops have to be cut-out for services, all raw edges MUST be sealed against water ingress.

Hinge Adjustment
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Bathroom Furniture Cleaning and Maintenance Guide
Please follow this simple guide to protect your bathroom furniture from damage.
Melamine, Vinyl and Foil Wrapped Doors
abrasive cleaner, or a solvent based cleaner on your furniture. These will damage the ﬁnish of the surface leaving
it discoloured and / or scratched.
High Gloss Doors
Use a cleaning product not containing aggresive substances like acetone, alcohol, bleach ... as those
components could seriously damage the surface of the door. The best would be to use a so co on or
micro ﬁbre cloth with only water and so soap (containing a maximum 1% of liquid soap)

Marks and Stains

Only use a damp cloth with mild soap to clean the surface. Never use bleaches, acetone, alcohol, aggressive
surface cleaners or any abrasive cleaners.

Hinges and drawer runners
Hinges and drawers are designed not to be weight bearing - never lean or place excessive weight on the doors or

Work Tops

The work tops are designed for normal bathroom - however, this will be liable to stain if exposed to dyes,
acetone or bleach. Hard objects or impacts will scratch the surface. Any spillage of make up, nail varnish or

Humidity
product. This product is not suitable for a WET ROOM, or any other similar damp enviroment.

WATER DAMAGE

This product will be damaged by prolonged or excessive exposure to water / moisture. The product should be
allowed to stand or pool on any surface - these should be wiped dry as soon as possible. Failure to do so will

Regulations
ngs with "like for like" units, then this is
If it is your inten on to remove and replace your bathroom
classed as "non regulated" and no building regu ons would be required. However, building regu on
approval may be required if the bathroom refurbishment involves altering the drainage or the internal
ng such as a second bathroom. In this instance,
layout within the dwelling to accomodate the new
we would advise you to contact the Building Control Department at your local authority to discuss the need
for a formal building regu on appli on.
Macerator - Current building regu ons specify that a sanipump smallbore system can be ed in a
dwelling where there is also a normal gravity discharge W.C. It should not be the only W.C. facility.
Electrical - Remember that double pole iso ng switches are required for all electrical points apart from
special razor sockets. All work must conform to BS7671: 2008 the current I.E.E. Regu ons.
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